CHAPTER 1  NAOMI TO MARA

:1-5 THE NAMES
Consequences of Sin by Leaving the Land to Live in Moab

:6-18 THE CHOICE
Ruth Follows Naomi: “Your People Shall Be My People”

:19-22 THE ARRIVAL
Shameful Return to Jerusalem Bitter and Empty

CHAPTER 2  FIELDS TO THE TABLE

:1-3 GLEANING IN THE FIELDS
Ruth Requests to Glean in the Fields to Provide for Them Both

:4-7 GLEANING IN THE SHEAVES
Ruth’s Request and Gentle Spirit Bring Favor to Her Name

:8-13 PROMISE OF BOAZ
Ruth’s Reputation Had Spread and All Had Heard of Her Works

:14-17 PROVISION OF BOAZ
Ruth Brought to the Table of Boaz for a Meal

:18-23 REPORT TO NAOMI
Recognition of the Kinsmen by Naomi

CHAPTER 3  DESTITUTE TO DOWRY

:1-5 NAOMI’S SUGGESTION
Naomi Suggests a Plan to See if Boaz Would Take Ruth

:6-9 RUTH’S DISTRACTION
Ruth Recognized by Boaz at the Threshing Floor

:10-18 BOAZ’S AGREEMENT
Boaz Agrees and Gives Grain for Ruth to Take to Naomi

CHAPTER 4  MARA TO NAOMI

:1-12 A HUSBAND
Nearest Kinsman Unwilling, Boaz the Honorable Go’el

:13-17 A SON
Ruth Gives Birth to Obed, “The One Who Serves” for Naomi

:18-22 A LINEAGE
Ruth “The Moabite” Recognized in the Line of the Messiah